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Arabic Language and Culture Amid the Demands of
Globalization

2007-07-31

as with any other tongue the arabic language influences the way arabic
speakers see judge and relate to the world it affects the very nature of
their perceptions and judgments and hence constitutes an integral part of a
person s character and identity as an individual and more importantly as a
member of a group and a society languages reflect indeed measure the
strengths and weaknesses of civilizations as they embody the progress the
innovations and the coherence of these civilizations the islamic world s
encounters with other civilizations particularly the greek civilization
presented major challenges to the intellectual evolution of islam at the very
early stages of its development as a culture in the current era of
globalization as in the past the arabic language and culture have been
deluged by a tremendous influx of new terminology and concepts as cross
cultural encounters have increased globally due to astonishing developments
in information technology and the fast pace with which information and
knowledge are transferred to the rest of the world the need for linguistic
adjustments in arabic is still on the rise in order to convey scientific
discoveries as well as economic and social ideas promulgated by non arab
nations the arabic term for globalization al cawlama was coined about two
decades ago specifically to describe the impact of the new wave of socio
political and economic ideas as well as revolutionary developments in the



field of telecommunications and electronics the crushing defeat of the arab
armies by israel in 1967 and the occupation of arab lands as a result of this
war the defeat of the iraqi army by the coalition forces in 1991 us reactions
to the 9 11 attacks the us led war on afghanistan the more recent occupation
of iraq and perhaps above all the continued occupation of palestinian lands
by israel have contributed to fears and concerns among arabs indeed faced
with unprecedented political economic military and cultural reverses the arab
and islamic worlds find themselves forced into ever deeper levels of
introspection about their society and culture it is hardly surprising that
the arab world seeks to reject globalization based on geopolitical and
cultural domination and continues to insist upon an alternative approach
based on mutual respect two way exchange tathāquf rather than cawlama and the
right to selectively adopt innovation the west would do well to recognize
that their best chance of gaining support for globalization from the arabs
and likely from the rest of the third world lies in seeking true partners in
the endeavor respecting the uniqueness of their partners cultures and
societies and ensuring that a mutual exchange with western culture and
society is perceived as something worth embarking upon rather than as
something to fear

New Political Economy in the Rise of Great Powers
(Arabic Edition)

2020-06-30



this book uses the basic theory of economics to analyze the political and
economic problems in china s rise it covers the relationship between the
state and the market society and individuals as well as industrial
transformation and upgrading policy choices resources and environment and
opening strategies the five development concepts of innovation coordination
greenness openness and sharing proposed by the fifth plenary session of the
eighteenth central committee of the communist party of china seek a logical
and practical way for the rise of china s great powers

The Foreign Policies of Arab States

2010-03-01

the first edition of this book was praised as a milestone for present and
future research on arab and third world foreign policies american political
science review and an indispensable aid for those studying or teaching the
foreign policies of the contemporary middle east international journal of
middle east studies it has become a standard textbook in middle east studies
curricula all over the world this third edition now in paperback with new
material reflecting the earth shaking events at the end of the cold war and
the continuation of violence and terrorism examines foreign policies of nine
arab states in the context of globalization the editors first establish an
analytical framework for assessing foreign policy which they and other
contributors then apply chapter by chapter to egypt saudi arabia jordan syria
lebanon sudan the united arab emirates algeria and iraq contributors moataz a



fattah karen abul kheir ali e hillal dessouki hazem kandil bahgat korany ann
m lesch abdul monem al mashat paul noble jennifer rosenblum bassel f salloukh
mohamed soffar william zartman foreign policy analysis in the global era and
the world of the arabs bahgat korany and ali e hillal dessouki foreign policy
approaches and arab countries a critical evaluation and an alternative
framework bahgat korany and ali e hillal dessouki globalization and arab
foreign policies constraints or marginalization ali e hillal dessouki and
bahgat korany from arab system to middle eastern system regional pressures
and constraints paul noble regional leadership balancing off costs and
dividends foreign policy of egypt ali e hillal dessouki foreign policy under
occupation does iraq need a foreign policy mohamed soffar does the successor
make a difference the foreign policy of jordan ali e hillal dessouki and
karen abul kheir the art of the impossible the foreign policy of lebanon
bassel f salloukh the far west of the near east the foreign policy of morocco
jennifer rosenblum and william zartman irreconcilable role partners saudi
foreign policy between the ulama and the u s bahgat korany and moataz a
fattah from fragmentation to fragmentation sudan s foreign policy ann m lesch
the challenge of restructuring syrian foreign policy hazem kandil politics of
constructive engagement the foreign policy of the united arab emirates abdul
monem al mashat conclusion foreign policy globalization and the arab dilemma
of change bahgat korany and ali e hillal dessouki

Arab Media

2013-05-20



this book provides a clear and authoritative introduction to the emerging
arab media industries in the context of globalization and its impacts with a
focus on publishing press broadcasting cinema and new media through detailed
discussions of the regulation and economics of these industries the authors
argue that the political technological and cultural changes on the global
media scene have resulted in the reorganization of the arab media field they
provide striking examples of this through the particular effects on media
policies media technology and the content and genres developed for the new
generation of media consumers as part of the book s overview of the
contemporary characteristics of arab media the authors outline the
development of the role of modern arab media from a tool of mobilizing the
public to a tool of commercial and symbolic profit overall the volume
illustrates how the arab region represents a unique case where the
commercialization and liberalization of selected media industries has gone
hand in hand with continuous state intervention and an increasing self
censorship written for students without prior knowledge of the topic arab
media will be essential reading for all interested in the contemporary global
media industries

The Arab State and Neo-Liberal Globalization

2022-07-01

now available in paperback this collection of essays offers an alternative
approach to the study of today s arab states by focusing on their



participation in neo liberal globalization rather than on authoritarianism or
islam the effects of the restructuring of traditional state power engendered
by globalization are analyzed separately through updated empirical research
into the political economic and security processes of each country considered
egypt lebanon morocco and saudi arabia are the case studies selected to
represent different paths towards a shared model of a new arab state which
far from representing an exceptional case of resilience against global trends
may be seen in many instances as typifying their effects the book offers both
an overall conceptualization of change affecting the arab states domestically
and internationally and a series of in depth case studies by country and
functional areas it is extremely timely when viewed within the context of the
current political unrest and unprecedented change within the middle east this
paperback edition includes a new preface which links the author s research to
the current arab spring crisis

Women and Globalization in the Arab Middle East

2003

this work assesses the impact of globalization on women in middle eastern
societies to explore the gendered effects of social change the authors
examine trends within as well as among states in the region detailed case
studies reveal the mixed results of global pressures



Globalization and the Gulf

2006-09-27

for centuries the arabian gulf has been a crossroads where seafaring people
and bedouins alike travelled great distances transacting business events of
the past few years both good and bad have directed the world s attention to
the arabian peninsula where a rich cultural tradition is rapidly
incorporating the latest innovations from around the world this is the
process of globalization new economies create enormous potential but it will
require great care for the people of the region to steer through a period of
profound change political and economic interests intent on maintaining the
flow of petroleum products on one hand and people in the gulf region who
assess their won interests from quite a different perspective on the other
exert pressures from conflicting directions reconciling these interests in a
time of rapid globalization poses enormous challenges this timely volume
brings together the work of scholars from both the middle east and the west
who have the expertise to evaluate the interaction of new ideas new
technologies and new economies brought together by the american university of
sharjah and the sociological association of the uae the contributors reflect
on both the process of globalism and on the traditions of gulf society and
culture offering views on how these trends interact within the global system



Linguistics in an Age of Globalization

2008

this book is the third of a series of collected volumes on language and
linguistics published by the auc press the chapters this time are based on
papers delivered at the second international auc oxford university conference
on language and linguistics held in 2006 at the american university in cairo
the contributions reflect global concerns related to both the arabic and the
english languages and to linguistics in general and are the work of world
renowned scholars whose concerns address diverse but related topics in
language and information dissemination the resulting collection presented
here boasts a wide range of scholarship from the arabic speaking world as
well as the united states canada and western and eastern europe twelve
chapters grouped in four sections cover a wide variety of topics phonetics
syntax variation computational linguistics and globalization and its effects
on linguistic discourse and language teaching and reflect the latest research
in the various fields together giving a global perspective on arabic
linguistics contributors kirk belnap robert berman samira elatia mervat
mohamed ahmed fashal konrad gunesch jacob høigilt zeinab ibrahim gunvor
mejdell mark van mol mustafa mughazy dilworth parkinson irena vassileva diana
yankova



The Arab Economies in a Changing World

2011

can production for global markets help business groups to mobilize
collectively under what conditions does globalization enable the private
sector to develop independent organizational bases and create effective
relationships with the state focusing on varied moroccan and tunisian
responses to trade liberalization in the 1990s melani cammett argues that two
constitutive dimensions of business government relations shape business
responses to global economic opening the balance of power between business
and the state before economic opening and the preexisting business class
structure these two dimensions combine to form different configurations of
business government relations including distant and close linkages leading to
divergent interests and hence strategic behavior by industrialists the book
also extends the analysis to additional country cases including india turkey
and taiwan and examines how different patterns of business government
relations affect processes of industrial upgrading

Globalization and Business Politics in Arab North
Africa

2007-07-30



this book is for students of translation interpretation linguistics and
languages who would like to enhance their understanding of the relationship
between these areas of study more specifically the book attempts to capture
the quintessence or the epitome embodied in the concepts of translation and
globalization it also attempts to bridge the gap between the globalizing and
globalized worlds it brings to light the diversity of areas in globalization
and aspects of translation that have impacted the notions of cultural
communication translator s code of ethics metaphorical meaning code switching
media etc scholars from different parts of the world contributed to this book
representing countries such as the us canada germany portugal switzerland
belgium austria tunisia bahrain jordan and united arab emirates those
scholars have done their research in their home countries on other parts of
the world because of this diversity the editors believe this book genuinely
offers an international experience thirteen chapters cover different aspects
of globalization in relation to translation areas covered include but are not
limited to faces of globalization english as the world s most prestigious
language in its role as a global lingua franca elf as a threat to
multilingualism on line resources designed for trainee and practicing
interpreters translation as a paradigm and aspects of literary translation
each chapter provides a blend of theory and practice and a demonstration on
how globalization impacted the profession and the notion of cultural
communication examples are drawn from english arabic french and other
languages this book can be used as a reference book and it can also be used
at both graduate and undergraduate levels



Globalization and Aspects of Translation

2010-02-19

seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject history asia grade 1 7
university of erfurt course globalisation and the muslim world 7 entries in
the bibliography language english abstract the focus of this paper is the
media system of the arab world its development and the local and global
factors that have had considerable influence during the last years different
theories question the importance of communication and media for globalisation
and vice versa therefore the existence of a global communication network or
global media and the participation of the arab world in the global media
evolution is observed in the last fifty years print media television and
internet have proven to be important agents of social change even if their
development has always been accompanied by censorship arrangements in the
different political systems of the region the arab world has not been
isolated from global changes in the media sector mass media especially the
internet and their importance for global economy are seen as motor of
globalization but capital and technology are expanding faster than the
development of trans cultural communication is able to this displacement in
the action reaction chain can be observed in the way global content and media
are domesticised transformed controlled and rejected in the arab countries
and how important topics like cultural imperialism indigenous values
international norms of journalism and freedom of speech are discussed and
negotiated in these societies



Globalisation and Media in the Arab World

2007-11

despite their small populations the arab states of the gulf exercise an
enormous and global influence in most academic literature however they are
treated as it their only importance were as counters on a strategic game
board and most literature about them deals in simple models of oil wealth and
power this book takes a quite different approach by combining the interests
of anthropologists political scientists and others it explores how the
citizen populations of these states define themselves in a wider context

Monarchies and Nations

2005-05-27

although it is still early for an established academic account of the
motivations behind the dramatic events in the arab world in 2010 11 leila
simona talani believes that it is about time to try and place this issue into
the broader picture of the latest changes in the global political economy

The Arab Spring in the Global Political Economy

2014-07-29



globalization the intensification of international trade and finance linkages
underpinned by economic liberalization and technological change presents both
challenges and opportunities to arab countries after reviewing this region s
disappointing performance in integration and growth this paper analyzes the
empirical relationship between the two and concludes that integration is
necessary if high growth rates are to be attained and the region is not to
become marginalized it then identifies the main obstacles to the integration
of arab countries into the world economy and reviews recent progress in
overcoming them on this basis the paper derives some policy prescriptions

Globalization and Growth Prospect in Arab Countries

1997-09-01

does the concept of nationality apply to the economic elite or have they shed
national identities to form a global capitalist class in rooted globalism
kevin funk unpacks dozens of ethnographic interviews he conducted with latin
america s urban based arab descendant elite class some of whom also occupy
positions of political power in countries such as argentina brazil and chile
based on extensive fieldwork funk illuminates how these elites navigate their
arab ancestry latin american host cultures and roles as protagonists of
globalization with the term rooted globalism funk captures the emergence of
classed intersectional identities that are simultaneously local national
transnational and global focusing on an oft ignored axis of south south
relations between latin america and the arab world rooted globalism provides



detailed analysis of the identities worldviews and motivations of this group
and ultimately reveals that rather than obliterating national identities
global capitalism relies on them

Rooted Globalism

2022-10-18

over recent decades we have witnessed the globalization of research however
this has yet to translate into a worldwide scientific network across which
competencies and resources can flow freely arab countries have strived to
join this globalized world and become a knowledge economy yet little time has
been invested in the region s fragmented scientific institutions institutions
that should provide opportunities for individuals to step out on the global
stage knowledge production in the arab world investigates research practices
in the arab world using multiple case studies from the region with particular
focus on lebanon and jordan it depicts the janus like face of arab research
poised between the negative and the positive and faced with two potentially
opposing strands local relevance alongside its internationalization the book
critically assesses the role and dynamics of research and poses questions
that are crucial to further our understanding of the very particular case of
knowledge production in the arab region the book explores research s
relevance and whom it serves as well as the methodological flaws behind
academic rankings and the meaning and application of key concepts such as
knowledge society economy providing a detailed and comprehensive examination



of knowledge production in the arab world this book is of interest to
students scholars and policy makers working on the issues of research
practices and status of science in contemporary developing countries

Knowledge Production in the Arab World

2015-12-22

middle east politics have been proverbial for their changeability the 1970s
ushered in petro politics for instance but opec s international status
declined markedly in the following decade similarly the arab world s
ostracism of egypt in the 1970s following its separate peace with israel was
turned around in the 1980s the late 1980s also brought plo acceptance of the
state of israel interstate relations were not the only arena to experience
significant alterations state society relations also underwent dramatic
changes such as the acceleration of privatization in erstwhile socialist
regimes then the 1990s opened with a political earthquake the gulf crisis the
second edition of this highly acclaimed text offers a penetrating analysis of
trends in arab foreign policies since the book was originally published in
1984 including an early analysis of the effects of iraq s invasion of kuwait
and the subsequent coalition victory over iraq in addition the authors have
included new chapters on jordan at the heart of the arab world and on the
sudan the region s link to sub saharan africa their inclusion allows a fuller
understanding of the foreign policies of states that occupy crucial
geopolitical positions but wield little tangible power moreover in many of



its chapters the book raises the crucial question of how the foreign policies
of these countries can cope with the prevalence of political change

The Foreign Policies Of Arab States

2019-07-09

since 9 11 01 misunderstandings and stereotypical judgments between the west
and the arab states have become increasingly evident this clear useful book
blends economics politics and history to provide insights into different
perspectives of western and arab cultures regarding globalization presenting
a spectrum of opinions and beliefs on each side with particular attention to
the psychology of arab decision makers too many people hold uninformed
opinions without understanding the expectations the fears and the concerns of
the stakeholders the threat of globalization to arab islamic culture will
bring about a more defined comprehension of the issues involved with
globalization product description

Arab Migration in a Globalized World

2014

the fifth edition of the 2006 annual review assesses progress made in
integrating arab economies into the world economy and the extent to which
regional integration has been achieved the review aims to help readers



understand the opportunities and challenges of globalization the need to
expedite arab regional integration and the means proposed for achieving such
integration

The Threat of Globalization to Arab Islamic Culture

2005

succeed globally passport not required you don t need to travel the world to
take your company global what you do need is an open mind and the desire to
become a global generalist this book will help based on 15 years of
experience helping companies go global author john yunker provides a process
for creating world ready products websites and softwarecultural insights into
china russia germany brazil india and moretips for localizing text images
icons and pictures for the worldnew rules of the translation economy in the
information economy information is power in the translation economy
translation is power thanks to translation and localization companies like
apple nike and general electric now make more money from outside the us than
from within it this book helps marketers designers and executives develop
sound strategies for going global and avoid costly and embarrassing mistakes
along the way in addition you ll find the ultimate globalization checklist
that your web marketing and product teams can use to make sure you go global
the right way who this book is for this book is for marketing sales and web
teams pr execs business development and product managers localizers
translators and project managers in other words this book is for anyone who



wants a better understanding of the global internet and how to make the most
of it

Annual Review of Developments in Globalization and
Regional Integration in the Arab Countries 2006

2008-01-07

in this 2010 edition of their book on the economic development of the middle
east and north africa clement henry and robert springborg reflect on what has
happened to the region s economy since 2001 how have the various countries in
the middle east responded to the challenges of globalization and to the rise
of political islam and what changes for better or for worse have occurred
utilizing the country categories they applied in the previous book and
further elaborating the significance of the structural power of capital and
islamic finance they demonstrate how over the past decade the monarchies as
exemplified by jordan morocco and those of the gulf cooperation council and
the conditional democracies israel turkey and lebanon continue to do better
than the military dictatorships or bullies egypt tunisia and now iran and the
bunker states algeria iraq libya sudan syria and yemen

Think Outside the Country

2017-05-16



despite their small populations the arab states of the gulf exercise an
enormous and global influence but all too often these states are treated as
if their only importance were as pawns in a global strategic board game and
are simply dealt with as mere models of the intersection of oil wealth and
power here dresch and piscatori bring together a more nuanced picture
exploring how the citizen populations of these states define themselves in a
wider context examining the issues such as gulf owned transnational media the
role of women in the kuwaiti state and the way saudi arabia manages the
yearly influx of pilgrims for the hajj monarchies and nations is essential
reading for all those interested in the society politics and the future
security of the gulf

Globalization and the Politics of Development in
the Middle East

2010-09-06

the book examines the growing tension between social movements that embrace
egalitarian and inclusivist views of national and global politics most
notably classical liberalism and those that advance social hierarchy and
national exclusivism such as neoliberalism neoconservatism and national
populism in exploring issues relating to tensions and conflicts around
globalization the book identifies historical patterns of convergence and
divergence rooted in the monotheistic traditions beginning with the ancient
israelites that dominated the near east during the axial age through islamic



civilization and finally by considering the idealism realism tensions in
modern times one thing remained constant throughout the various historical
stages that preceded our current moment of global convergence a recurring
tension between transcendental idealism and various forms of realism
transcendental idealism which prioritize egalitarian and universal values
pushed periodically against the forces of realism that privilege established
law and power structure equipped with the idealism realism framework the book
examines the consequences of european realism that justified the
imperialistic venture into africa the middle east and latin america in the
name of liberation and liberalization the ill conceived strategy has
ironically engendered the very dysfunctional societies that produce the waves
of immigrants in constant motion from the south to the north simultaneously
as it fostered the social hierarchy that transfer external tensions into
identity politics within the countries of the north the book focuses
particularly on the role played historically by islamic rationalism in
translating the monotheistic egalitarian outlook into the institutions of
religious pluralism legislative and legal autonomy and scientific enterprise
at the foundation of modern society it concludes by shedding light on the
significance of the muslim presence in western cultures as humanity draws
slowly but consistently towards what we may come to recognize as the global
age the open access version of this book available at taylorfrancis com books
e 9781003203360 has been made available under a creative commons attribution
non commercial no derivatives 4 0 license



Monarchies and Nations

2013-03-19

this book focuses on topics such as the cultural specificity of arab family
businesses with regard to shaping their governance and management the
influence that specific values in the arab world could exert on the
management of family businesses how spiritual and religious values influence
business in arab family firms and the role of emotions in the management of
family firms in the arab world presenting a collection of contributions
addressing management finance strategy and succession in arab family
businesses this book constitutes a novel and unique contribution to the
research field of family businesses

Islam and the Trajectory of Globalization

2021-10-18

this sixth edition of the annual review addresses comprehensively the
significant developments in globalization and regional integration in the
arab countries it covers the progress made by arab countries in integrating
their economies into the world economy as well as their efforts in arab
regional integration the progress made in arab regional integration is
reviewed through an analysis of set of sectors that play an important role in
regional integration such as trade investment tourism labor remittances and



official development assistance oda on the arab intraregional level

Family Businesses in the Arab World

2017-05-18

why are globalizing processes unevenly distributed between poor and wealthy
countries what effect do these disparities have on the lives of ordinary
people the contributors to this volume find answers to these questions in the
mediterranean a region divided between the wealthier nations of the north
shore and their poorer neighbours to the south the divergent histories
economies cultural and linguistic backgrounds education systems and political
structures of these two regions lead to explanations not only for uneven
globalization but also for the wave of demonstrations that have sparked
unrest in north africa and the near east

Annual Review of Developments in Globalization and
Regional Integration in the Arab Countries 2007

2009-03

an exploration of the impact of globalization on diverse cultures and how
this effects the dominant languages across asian civilisations



Two Mediterranean Worlds

2012-04-01

the mass media are of paramount importance in the formulation and
transmission of messages about key developments of global significance such
as terrorism and the war in iraq yet the key mediating role of translation in
the reception of speeches and addresses of figures like osama bin laden and
saddam hussein has remained largely invisible incorporating the results of
extensive fieldwork in key global news organizations such as reuters agence
france press and inter press service this book addresses central issues
relating to the new pressures on translation arising from globalization
analyzing new texts from major news agencies as well as alternative media
organizations co written by susan bassnett a leading figure in the field of
translation studies this book presents close readings of different english
versions of key arabic texts circulated in western media to demonstrate the
ways in which a cultural and religious other is framed in different media

Transformative Discourse in Mark's Gospel

2011

offering a unique insight into the dynamics driving economic development in
the arab world this authoritative work shows how the middle east can ensure
its future prosperity by harnessing the business globalization process that



is so rapidly transforming the world economic order with contributions from
leading international academics professional companies and consultants the
book provides strategic advice for international and arab corporations and
their advisors working in the region it offers first the global perspective
with discussion of such issues as it and strategic business planning
international franchising and globalization through alliances and then the
arab perspective in which coverage ranges from thought and literature to the
future role of gulf oil management development and finance initiatives
grounded in experience but full of vision it is a book that will fascinate
both practitioners and postgraduate students

Globalization of Language and Culture in Asia

2010-01-01

the middle east and north africa mena is an economically diverse region
despite undertaking economic reforms in many countries and having
considerable success in avoiding crises and achieving macroeconomic stability
the region s economic performance in the past 30 years has been below
potential this paper takes stock of the region s relatively weak performance
explores the reasons for this out come and proposes an agenda for urgent
reforms



Translation in Global News

2008-09-29

over the past quarter century the people of the arabian peninsula have
witnessed a revolutionary transformation in higher education in 1990 there
were fewer than ten public universities that offered their arabic language
curricula in sex segregated settings to national citizens only in 2015 there
are more than one hundred public semi public and private colleges and
universities most of these institutions are open to expatriates and national
citizens a few offer gender integrated instruction and the language of
instruction is much more likely to be in english than arabic higher education
revolutions in the gulf explores the reasons behind this dramatic growth it
examines the causes of the sharp shift in educational practices and analyses
how these new systems of higher education are regulated evaluating the extent
to which the new universities and colleges are improving quality questioning
whether these educational changes can be sustained the book explores how the
new curricula and language policies are aligned with official visions of the
future written by leading scholars in the field it draws upon their
considerable experiences of teaching and doing research in the arabian gulf
as well as their different disciplinary backgrounds linguistics and economics
to provide a holistic and historically informed account of the emergence and
viability of the arabian peninsula s higher education revolutions offering a
comprehensive critical assessment of education in the gulf arab states this
book represents a significant contribution to the field and will be of



interest to students and scholars of middle east and gulf studies and
essential for those focused on higher education

Arab Business

2000

language contact phenomena have been researched throughout the history of the
discipline but the intensity of the research has undoubtedly risen during the
last decades due to growing globalization this peer reviewed volume presents
twelve papers from the second conference on language contact in times of
globalization university of groningen june 2009 which deal with a wide range
of topics languages and contact situations five of them involve a finno ugric
language saami komi russian finnic baltic mordvin turkic estonian german
saami general two a slavic language slavic romance slavic general two
germanic romance contact and three situations outside europe the arabic world
central asia south america methods range from field research and corpus
analysis to historical linguistics and both synchronic and diachronic
approaches are used the authors are rogier blokland and michael rießler
martine bruil louise amélie cougnon anissa daoudi santeri junttila janneke
kalsbeek folke müller and susan schlotthauer johanna nichols pekka
sammallahti peter schrijver remco van pareren and willem vermeer keywords
target groups general linguistics contact linguistics finno ugric linguistics
slavic linguistics



Challenges of Growth and Globalization in the
Middle East and North Africa

2003-09-05

in this fully revised fourth edition this book treats globalization from
several vantage points showing how these help grasp the nature of
globalization both in the past and today the revisions include greater
attention to the complications of racism after 1500 and nationalism after
1850 further analysis of reactions against globalization after world war i
and in the 21st century more discussion of student exchanges and fuller
treatment of developments since 2008 including the role of the covid 19
pandemic in contemporary globalization four major chronological phases are
explored in the centuries after 1000 ce after 1500 after 1850 and since the
mid 20th century discussion of each phase includes relevant debates over the
nature and extent of the innovations involved particularly in terms of
transportation communications technologies and trade patterns the phase
approach also facilitates analysis of the range of interactions enmeshed in
globalization beyond trade and migration including disease exchange impacts
on culture and consumer tastes and for the modern periods policy coordination
and international organizations finally the book deals with different
regional positions and reactions in each of the major phases this includes
not only imbalances of power and economic benefit but also regional styles in
dealing with the range of global relationships this volume is essential
reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students of world history economic



history and political economy

Higher Education Revolutions in the Gulf

2015-10-08

in our knowledge based world the societies that prosper are the ones that
generate knowledge through research through the interwoven relationship
between the academe and funded research bodies and with industry they are the
new centre it is strange indeed to think of the countries of the arab gulf
states as the periphery but as the authors of this book argue very
persuasively by importing a baroque arsenal of increasingly sophisticated and
costly educational programmes the arab gulf states consume other countries
knowledge and products all of which are of declining utility and
sustainability whilst universities contribute to the culture and political
life of modern society the authors ask where in the arab gulf states is there
capacity building knowledge generation and the culture of imaginative ideas
that lie at the root of any civilisation by following a magistracy on a
global journey through regions nations and into institutions their answers
are intended to inform and to urge the arab gulf region into promoting
education for its own self determination and even its survival



The Foreign Policies of Arab States

1984-01-01

this title was first published in 2002 in 2000 a major international
conference was organized by the arab planning institute to identify analyze
and compare development challenges facing arab countries at the dawn of the
new millennium an interdisciplinary team of scholars were brought together
from the fields of regional science development studies economics business
and government policy and together they addressed global regional and
domestic challenges and their impact on the arab region this volume brings
together the best papers presented at this conference in doing so it offers
up to date insights into and a clearer understanding of this region it
highlights issues including economic and social implications of globalization
strategic alliances the implications for arab countries of emerging
technological patterns the impact of the european monetary union and the euro
arab regional integration education and the development of individual arab
country s economies

Language Contact in Times of Globalization

2011-01-01
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The Middle East in a Globalized World

2000

Globalisation and Higher Education in the Arab Gulf
States

2010-05-10

Arab Development Challenges of the New Millennium

2017-11-22
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